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The small family farm, operated
full time by a young owner-
operator, is on a path to oblivion,
according to agricultural
economists. If past trends con-
tinue, there will be none left by the
end of thel9Bo’s.

This and other projections were
made recently in response to a
request to the Department of
Agriculture to take a hard look into
the agricultural crystal ball
toward the year 2000,

In essence, the experts predicted
two agricultures developing m the
U.S. by the turn of the century.
They include a system of some
50,000 “superfarms” and an in-
creasing number of small, part-
tunefarms.

By the turn of the century, the
economists think large farms will
produce two-thirds of the nation’s
total output. Many of these will be
family farms in the sense of an
operator and family making the
major production decisions, but
they will not be family farms as we
have known them. Most of these
will also be corporate farms,
hiringover halfof their labor.

Modem farms will be using
sophisticated management
systems. We will see computers
tied into a central facility
providing management in-
formation to hundreds of farms at
a time. These systems are already
developing. The experts predict
on-farm computer printouts of
managementalternatives that can
be piped from a central source to
the farm office or living room. This
could be some type of televised
system, with a viewing screen
showing markets and futures in-
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formation it wm bereceived and
viewed on an ordinary television
set,

Eventually, the small farm will
become the uhraate suburb.
Parttime farms will be the most
numerous, although by far the
least productive, when measured
by conventional economic
measures. These persons may
even be willing to pay to live the
life ofapart-timefarmer.

Based on population in the world
and food supplies, the U.S. will
have a tighter supply and demand

situation for agricultmai pioduas
than we have faced in any recent
decade. This problem is especially
perplexing because we are now
eating better than we ever have
but we are not storing reserves.
This doesn’t mean we will see a
buying panic or major food
shortages, because we are better
educated in managing our food-
stocks.

This Spring’s wheat and gram
crops will be of cntical concern,
because the world supply will be
almost down to pipeline stocks
that is, just what is in the market
for sale by the time they are
harvested.

This has been caused primarily
by crop failures m Russia. That
nation’s target was 235 million
metric tons of grams lastyear, but
it only produced 180 million metric
tons the difference is about
equalto our entirewheat crop.

When this happened m 1972, the
U.S. had 60 million acresof land on
set-aside programs that were
brought mto production. Today we
havenone.

Economists have examined the
situation and agree that the food
supply will mcrease more slowly
than demand in the last two
decades of this century. We will
experience intermittent periods of
excess supply, but the trend as
we are already noticing will be
toward excess demand and in-
creasing real food prices.
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For the first time m the history
of our nation, agriculture will
become a growth industry. That
means that agriculture will
become an increasing part of the
grossnational product.

In the early days of American
farming, agriculture made up 90
percent of our gross national
product. But it declined to the
current level of three percent.
Farm products are now turning
this situation around.

Exports raise the value of the
American dollar and make im-
ports cheaper. When this happens,
the exports become more valuable,
causing a decrease m total ex-
ports. This causes prices to fall,
and the overall effect is to reduce
generalprice levels.

This year, our agricultural
exports will be worth 40 billion
dollars, which pays overhalf ofour
oil import bill. Thus, agriculture
may play an important part in
stabilizing the nation’s runaway
inflation.

Labor-management conflicts
will have more impact during the
next two decades. As the number
of full-time farms growsfewer, but
larger in size, labor-management
conflicts will have more effect on
production. Union and tran-
sportation problems will have
increasing effects.

Equipment will continue to
improve. We will see more four-
wheel drive equipment, some even
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larger than we now have. But
we’re still a long way from robots
or other such exotic mechanized
equipment.

We may be at the edge of a major
eruption m biological research
althoughmany peoplethink we are
at the end of our rope on biological
technology. Some experts say
genetic engineering offers
unlimited potential for food
production. Ideally, genetic
engineering means scientists
would be able to design plants
according to specification.

We are now on the threshold of
this technology, but we won’t hit
full pace until after the turn of the
century, unless our research ef-
forts are intensified.

There is no question but what we
will have adequate energy sources
to operate farm tractors. In-
creasing fuel prices will constrict
uses of petroleum fuels on non-
stationary machinery, butfarming
will have its share by necessity for
food production, if for no other
reason.

The whole process of our food
production industry willrequire an
increasing number of skilled
people. Land-grant universities
have traditionally supplied skilled
personnel to agriculture and will
continue to do so in the future.
They will be especially needed as
farms grow more sophisticated in
management and production.


